Abstract
Introduction
The success (or failure) of a criminal case is heavily influenced by witness testimony that were presented at the trial. 1 As stipulated in Law Number 13 of 2006 on Witness and Victim Protection, in General ExplanationI, adduces that the success of the criminal judicial proceedingstrongly relies on the means of proof that has been disclosed or discovered. At hearing, especially with regard to the witness, many cases were unrevealed due to the absence of witnesswho is be able to supportour law enforcer tasks.
The enactment of Law Number 13 of 2006 on Witness and Victim
Protection has four purposesin its formulation as follow: firstly, to fill the regulation gap of the witness, the (crimes) victim, the complainant and the justice collaborator which in Criminal Procedure Code (KUHAP) (equality before the law); secondly, to stop various illegal practices which hinder a witness or complainant to testify honestlyor discontinue reports through violent ways, legal entanglement, enticements and any other method in the form of physical or psychological oppression;Thirdly, to encourage the creation of an conducive atmosphere in order to drive people participating in the prevention and eradication of various criminal act, particularly a felony (serious crime); andfinally, fulfill the rights of crime victims by helpingthem resolve any issues that emerge from the committed crimes. In principle, to determine the status of a person to be a whistleblower and/or justice collaborator is an institution or an agency that has acquaired an Acceptance
Reporting mechanism which are credible, simple and professional, the certainty of the follow-up report, the clear information to the witness on the report progress and also the ability to protect the witness. Therefore, the prosecution from year to year became important to protect the witnesses and victims including the protection of the justice collaborator in order to reveal the sophisticated and well-organizedcriminal cases. It was realized to get and provide JC ;7. The punishment for those who granted as JC is also has no definitive standards/procedure, as if there is no legal assurance.
Research Methods
This study applies socio-juridical law research, which review the legal issues with social approach towards justice collaborator's role in exposing crimes in Indonesia. The Justice Collaborator is a witness involved in the crimes investigated.
Result and Discussion
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The utilization of justice collaborator in uncovering criminal cases is highly restricted to certain crimes which is felony (serious act of crime) as stipulated in Supreme Court Circular Letter (SEMA) Number 4 of 2011 such as corruption, terrorism, narcotic act of crime, money laundering, trafficking, and such wellorganized crimes, has caused a big problem and threat to the stability and security of societies so that overthrow the institutions and values of the democracy, ethics and justice and endanger the sustainable development and the law supremacy.
The use of those justice collaborator status,it was truly has two interests; 1)
The interests of law enforcement officers in helping to solve a serious crime; 2)
The interests of the suspect/defendant in order to gain lighter judgment as well as other rights. When a person is arrested by the Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK), then do not ever dream to escape the law. Even if they hope to receive commutation, one of the ways is becominga the cooperatedwitness (justice collaborator).
AgusRahardjo, chairman of KPK, said "many of the corruption actor were dealt by KPK proposed justice collaborator to get commutation, but not all of them could be met.KPK has been criticized widely by some parties as its stingy decision to givethe status of a justice collaborator. This is due to the strict requirements to be determined as a justice collaborator."
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On another occasion, AgusRahardjo said "To be a justice collaborator in KPK,a witness of perpetrator must qualify some requirements,such as admit his crime, he was not the mastermind (main actor), returning the assets or the yield of corruption to the country, willingness to reveal the another perpetrator or cases, and (Noted: the full name of justice collaborator, no researcher, intentionally is not published due to the judicial proceedings)
The importance of the justice collaborator is shown by the role that they played on elucidation abovementioned. As an further explanation, the case of SSB and R as justice collaborator will be elaborated below. years, fined IDR 300.000.000,-(three hundred million), and reimbursement of IDR 350,000,000,-(three hundred and fifty million rupiahs).
2) SyaefulJamil was found guilty with animprisonementsentence of 5 (five) years, fined IDR Rp 300.000.000,-(three hundred million), and reimbursement of IDR 20,32 M,-(twenty point and thirty two billion rupiahs).
For the judgment, the two defendants appealed and it was decided the following:
1) Ikmal Jaya was found guilty with an imprisonementsentence of 8 (eight) years, fined IDR Rp 300.000.000,-(three hundred million), and reimbursement of IDR 350,000,000,-(three hundred and fifty million rupiahs).
2) SyaefulJamil was found guilty with an imprisonementsentence of 7 (seven) years, fined IDR Rp 300.000.000,-(three hundred million), and reimbursement of IDR 350,000,000,-(three hundred and fifty million rupiahs). 2) Fined of IDR 100.000.000,-(one hundred million rupiahs).
3) Additional punishment which is reimbursing to the state in the amount of IDR 11.725835 billion,-(eleven billion seven hundred and twenty five million eight hundred and thirty five thousand rupiahs), which is calculated by the amount of money that was deposited to Rudyanto, while the excess payment of IDR 342 000 000,-(three hundred and forty two million) was refunded to Rudyanto.
Currently, R is serving his sentence at the First Class Correctional Facility of Kedungpane, Semarang. R through his attorney has requested his rights as a justice collaborator. R also has submitted for assimilation and parole, but up to now,there has been no any information about the follow-up.
From the description above, a number of R's rights as a justice collaborator have been fulfilled as follows: 1. His trial was held lastly compared to other actors; 2. The sentenced upon him was the lightest one compared to other actors; 3. The detention and the jail of SSB wasseparated by other actors who was associated with him.
Those two abovementioned examples of justice collaborators,it can be adduced the following: 1. It is not easy (simple) to becomea justice collaborators, they had to passed long and tight screening. Justice collaborator status is often granted when the legal proceedings have been finished. In fact, some of them afterthe candidate of justice collaborator had testified to other defendants in the same case or after other defendants have been sentenced; 2. Status of justice collaborator is granted after KPK convinces that the concerned onehas contribution and significant role in exposing the evil and they must exhibittheir seriousness in exposing the crimes and also demonstratea good conviction and truly willing to cooperate with law enforcement officers, not merely pursuit such special protection, treatment and award; 3Those who granted a status as justice collaborator entitles to receive the rights which is stipulated in the legislation; and 4. The fulfillment of these rights have already been met, but there are things that still need to be strived hardly by the justice collaborator.
Conclusion
The role of justice collaborators aims to assistthe verification and prosecution proceeding at hearing and they are also be capable of revealingcertain criminal cases completely, particularly related to the well-organized transnational crimes. In this context, corruption in Indonesia is never perpertrated individually, but collectively, the existence of provisions that regulates in regard with justice collaborator is a legal instrument, expected to strengthen the collection of form of evidence and real evidence at trial.
Recommendation
Those who granted a status as justice collaborator is expected to receive their rights that stipulated in the legislation whichregulates the justice collaborator.
To justice collaborators,they must exhibittheir seriousness in exposing the crimesand also demonstratea good conviction and truly willing to cooperate with law enforcement officers, not merely pursuit such special protection, treatment and award.
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